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White Villa

QUALITY CANNED FOODS

THE H. OFFICE &
BROTHER CO.
Wholesale Fruits & Vegetables

SOLD BY OVER 1,000 RETAIL GROCERS

36-40 S. St. Clair St.

WHO OWN THEIR OWN

Dayton 2, Ohio

COOPERATIVE WHOLESALE GROCERY

WHITE VILLA GROCERS, Inc.

LIVE LONGER
EAT FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

DAYTON, OHIO
WE FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

BEST WISHES
OF

THE METROPOLITAN CO.

807 Brown St.
812 Xenia Ave.
2311 Far Hills Ave.

Poultry
is our

“ Lady Borden"
Ice Cream

SPECIALTY
Frank’‘s
POULTRY STORES

BORDEN COMPANY
ICE CREAM DIVISION
748 S. Main Street
Telephone FUlton 9166

L. M. Prince Co.
Opticians
117 South Ludlow

Dayton

Telephone FUlton 5165

e

Ohio

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY
18-20 South Jefferson Street
DAYTON, OHIO
e@ Office Furniture

Wood and Steel

@ Steel Shelving

@ Visible Systems

@ Filing Supplies
@ Safes - Lockers
nt Department
Equipme
Used
a
We maintain

WE SUGGEST
YOU TRY

Miami Maid
BETTER BREAD
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a Redeemer. The countries enslaved by Communism
are the physical victims of this materialism, but the
words of Mary, “I am the Immaculate Conception,”
are still penetrating the Iron and Bamboo Curtains
and giving hope to the masses of the common people.
There is a Russian belief that when the sun, Christ,
is blotted from view, it will be the moon, Mary, who
will reflect the light back to man. Enslaved peoples
together with the free world are praying and hoping
that this prediction will be fulfilled, and that the

Immaculate Virgin will triumph one day soon over
the enemies of her Son.
Father Chaminade, that great apostle of Mary, was

wont to place his hand on the serpent at the foot of
her statue and say, “She will crush your head once
more.” He would often say to his disciples, exhorting
them to a deep spirit of faith, “Let us in all humility
be the heel of the Woman.”

SALUTE TO OUR QUEEN OF MAY
@ When the reports of the apparitions of Our
Lady of Lourdes were being carried in newspapers
all over the world, a clergyman in England was discussing the alleged visions with some of his colleagues.
He told them that he found it hard to believe that
the Blessed Virgin would make such a mistake in
grammar as to say, “I am the Immaculate Conception.” One of the other clergymen present chided,
“That grammatical error seems to run in the family.
Her Son said, ‘I am the Resurrection and the Life.’”
The statement of the Blessed Virgin was not a
grammatical error; its impact was to deal a crushing blow to the materialists of that age — an age when
men were saying that they had no need for Baptism,

nor the Redemption by Christ because there is no
original sin, and therefore, all men are born without
sin.
Four years before Lourdes, the Holy Father,
Pius IX, amid tears of joyful emotion proclaimed as a
dogma of faith that the Blessed Virgin Mary was
free of sin from the first moment of her conception
in anticipation of her dignity as Mother of God, the
Incarnate Word. The bells of Rome rang out and the
joy of the Christian world echoed in response, to the
confusion of the pseudo-immaculate.
Today other materialists are teaching their doctrines of self-sufficiency with no need of a God or

Page 2

The Immaculate Conception has been a prominent feature of this Age of Mary. In 1830 occurred
the apparitions of Our Lady to Catherine Zoe Laboure
in France. In the second of the three visions, Our
Lady appeared within an oval-shaped outline around
which was written, “O Mary conceived without sin,
pray for us who have recourse to thee.”
Immaculate, immaculate is re-iterated over and
over again by the servants of God who have led
countless numbers back to the Son of the Immaculate
one — Father Chaminade, Catherine Laboure, Pius IX,
Grignion de Montfort, Bernadette Soubirous and so
many others in growing numbers in our present day.
The most recent jewel in the crown of Our Lady,
the definition of the dogma of the Assumption by
our Holy Father, Pius XII, is the logical and timely
complement of the Immaculate Conception. The first
and last moments of Mary’s earthtly sojourn are thus
commemorated.
Was it merely by chance that America’s active
part in World War III began on the feast of the

Immaculate Conception and ended officially on the
feast of the Assumption?
Despite the godlessness and materialism present
in the world today, we may look ahead with confidence to the time when the Immaculate Woman shall
conquer the hearts of men and win them back as a
treasure for her Son.
—Dona.p P. Boccarpt.
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Farewell to the Class of 1955
by a Staff Member
@
just
rent
the

When you read this it will
about be curtains for the curschool year and the end of
line for all the members of

and to his wife or her husband.
The violation of these rights harms
the individual and it harms society.
What a_ wonderful world ‘this

the class of 1955. Surely these four

would be if all of us would respect

years passed very rapidly. We all
remember when we came here as
green freshmen in the fall of 1951
scared of college life, but hopeful
of the wonderful things that would
happen to us while we stayed on
and on at Dayton.

ourselves and the rights of God
and of our fellow men.

As the clock ticks off the time
till our graduation memories, many
of them, crowd in on our minds.
There was the freshman initiation
that we feared so much, but what

turned out to be mostly a lot of
fun. Then we had the pep rallies
in the Fieldhouse, the dances at
Lakeside, the visits to the Chapel,
the hours spent in the Student
Union, the sessions in the dorms,
the two trips to the NIT, one in
1952 when we met LaSalle and one
in 1955 when we met Duquesne,
the Chapel services, the meetings
of our various clubs, taking part in
dramatics, writing for the campus
publications, trips with the teams
to other cities . . . what a wonderful medley of memories to carry

with us, and then to go away from
school with all these memories
wrapped up in the Daytonian.
Yes, sir, when we journey down
to the National Cash Register
Auditorium on June 4 to graduate
and claim that much-sought degree
we will have achieved an important step in our lives. The thrill of

feels more than amply repaid for
the effort of going down to the
NCR.

The college degree is the stamp
of approval put on our work by
the University of Dayton. It means
that the University recognizes that
we have labored to prepare ourselves for a certain place in life,
and that we are suited to step out
and tell the world that here is a

new college graduate ready to help
society carry on the big job of
maintaining the civilization that
the human race has built up over
the centuries. That is right. The
University has confidence in us. We

may not all have been the most
brilliant students, but we made the
grade to graduate. Some of us, no
doubt, could have studied more
diligently, but right now it is too
late to do much about that. And so
the University of Dayton, our fu-

ture Alma Mater, sends us hopefully on our way into the maelstrom of life to do battle against
the forces of evil.

receiving a college diploma must

And the University has given us
the means to wage this battle. Being rational beings, we havea set
of principles that direct our actions. Of course, we all know that

be very satisfying. I heard one of

these principles mean the moral

the professors remark about the
chore of attending the graduation
exercises annually, but when he
watches the expressions of keen
joy and delight on the faces of the
graduates as their names are called

law, which tells us what is right
and what is wrong. We have learned about our duties to God and
to our fellow men, to our Church
and to our Country. Then we have
heard that certain actions are evil

off and the president of the University arises and says, “I confer on
you the degree of . . .” then he

respect our neighbor's right to his

May, 1955

and should be avoided. We must
life, his

reputation, his property

Evidently men and women trained in a college that recognizes a
Personal God and the dignity of
man are prepared to go out and
spread the good leaven of Christian principles in the world. That
is what our faculty and our University and our Country expect of
us. That is why our faculty has
trained us in these principles. We
should fight against unethical practices in the business and profession-

al world; we can try to stem the
tide of irreligion and secularism
and materialism that is ready to
engulf us. Individually we cannot
do very much, but if all of us work

at this needed change in our way
of doing things there will be a
difference.
As we look back over the four
years and think of all the benefits
we received from our college education we feel grateful. And first
our gratitude arises to the good
Lord for giving us the opportunity
to go to a college where we are

not taught Communism and disrespect for truths that are sacred,
but where the principles of the
Master are the standards of the
brand of education doled out to
the young men and women. Then
we surely are grateful to our good
parents, who have labored so stren-

uously to give us the immense advantages of a college education.

They will be most happy on June
4 when they sit in the auditorium
and hear our names read off for
that coveted degree. They will lis-

ten most attentively for that one
name and they will say to them-

selves, “That is my son, my daugh(Turn to Page 9)
Page 3

The Apostle of the Gentiles
by Henry Wilson

@ St. Paul was born at the beginning of the Christian era. The
exact date of his birth is not

known, but he was probably a few
years younger than our Lord; some
writers say two and others eight.
His birth in Tarsus of Cilicia on
the extreme eastern coast of the
Mediterranean made him techni-

cally a Greek because the Greeks
had settled there during a period
of two hundred and fifty years. In
the strict sense of the word, in
culture, sympathy, faith and blood
he was a Jew. He writes to the
Phillipians that he was “circumcised the eighth day, of the race
of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin,
a Hebrew of the Hebrews; as re-

gards the Law, a Pharisee.” (Phil.
3: 5)
Why his family came to Tarsus
we do not know, but that is understandable because the Jews often
moved from place to place. The
father’s business was goat’s-hair
fabrics, work proper to Cilicia.
After the manner of the Hellenistic
Jews he was given two names at
birth: Saul and Paul. In Latin Paul
means “small of stature.” The name
was appropriate for St. John Chrysostom says that Paul was about
five feet tall.

know. Being jealous of her citizenship, Rome did not sell it easily.
We know that Paul received it
from his father and not from Tarsus, even though it was a Roman
colony.
Saul knew that Tarsus was an

important city. He told the tribune
in Jerusalem that is was “no in-

significant city.” (Acts 21: 39) Its
schools rivalled those of Alexandria and Athens and two of its
philosophers taught future emperors. Ships from many shores came
to its harbor, pedants bickered and
scholars argued in its squares. Yet
Paul echoes no memory of the
grandeur of Tarsus and little of
the disputations of the philosophers. He spoke two languages,
Greek and Aramic, but he wrote

and dictated and preached in
Greek.
The Mosaic law directed the
various phases of Jewish life, religion, education, business, domes-
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He received an exemplary up-

education

own sake. He preferred sitting at
the feet of his teachers and absorbing the greatness and the full
meaning of the Law. He was more
zealous for the literal observance
of the Law than was his teacher,

osophy of the Greeks, and whose

Jerusalem and the gift of Roman

Page 4

ters) open to him. A Scribe could
be a judge, a teacher, a rabbi, or
a magistrate. Secular subjects like
world-history, mathematics, philosophy and non-Biblical geography
were not taught in a rabbinical
school. The sole textbook was the
Bible, written in Greek, Aramic
and Hebrew, and the teacher interpreted it from three angles, morals, sacred history and_ statutory
law. Taking the Hebrew texts

who taught the value of the phil-

from the school of Gamaliel in
re-

ceived this privilege we do not

By studying to be a Scribe Saul
had the doors of honored professions (law, education, religion, let-

ters, art and philosophy for their

Jew’s education was training in a

family

the law under Hillel’s grandson,
Gamaliel the Elder. During this
time he probably stayed with his
married sister who was much older
than he.

In the school of Gamaliel Saul

read it in Aramic, the “Hebrew”

the

the school of Hillel and to study

did not show interest in pagan let-

of that time. Since part of a young

How

erally the Pharisees went to Hillel’s
school and the Sadduces to Shammia’s. When Saul was twelve years
old he came to Jerusalem to attend

explain their meaning in the con-

gogues, their own workships, stores
and religious customs. They read
the Bible in Greek, but Saul’s
father being a Pharisee, probably

citizenship.

but on very unimportant laws Hillel had a broader interpretation
than did Shammia. Speaking gen-

text, singly and in many combinations. It was a common saying
that a rabbinical teacher could get
a bushel of meanings from every
Hebrew letter.

In the cities of the diaspora (dis-

bringing, a. priceless

weighty matters they both agreed

word for word, the teacher would

persion) the Jews had their own
schools, often annexed to the syna-

manual trade, Saul learned tentmaking from his father.

tic and social. The two schools of
thought interpreting the laws were
those of Shammia and Hillel. On

Illustration by Pete O’Bryan

interest went beyond the ideological and racial confines of the Jews.

The Exponent

In school Saul wasatireless stu-

dent. He says, “I advanced in Judaism above many of my contempor-

aries in my nation, showing much
more zeal for the tradition of my

fathers.” (Gal. 1: 14) He acquired
an exact knowledge of the Aramic
and Hebrew texts, and he became
so acquainted with the Greek text
that he could quote it almost verbatim from memory. He has in
the Epistle to the Romans eight
separate references to the Old

Testament in eight lines.

(Rom.

3: 10-18)
We do not know when he left
the rabbinical school or if he ever
saw the Savior. But he did leave
the school a confirmed zealot for
the observance of the Law. He had
assimilated and memorized it, he
served it and loved it and he would
have died willingly for it. It was
to him the most sacred thing in
this world, it was the Revelation of
Jehovah in all His justice and majesty; in it he found salvation and
the knowledge of the true God.
What

he

was

doing

during

Christ’s public life and where he
was we do not know, but we do
know that he was in Jerusalem by
the end of 36 or the beginning of
37, for he was present at the death

of St. Stephen. What he noticed in
Jerusalem at this time shook his

being to the very core. He saw
something eclipsing the law, a
shadow rising over the Temple. A
Gallilean Rabbi by the name of
Jesus had started the movement
for He said He was divine and
above the Law. He had abrogated
a great part of it and formulated
a New Law to take its place. It is
true that the Sandedrim had Him
crucified; still his followers were
increasing numerically and preached His doctrines right in the synagogues, the fortress of the Law of

Moses. To Saul this was blasphemous and he began to destroy this
new thing. He became the spearhead of a persecution which fulfilled the Savior’s words, “They will
expel you from the synagogues.

Because of his sincerity of motive and integrity of his personal
life Saul’s fanaticism against the
Christians was all the more terrible. He thought of himself as the
avenger of God, as a protector of
the tradition of his fathers and
the Mosaic Law. He regarded
Christ as the prime mover in this
change, consequently His name
must be blotted from the minds of
men. In his discourse before
Agrippa he said: “I then thought
it my duty to do many things contrary to the name of Jesus of Nazareth. And this I did in Jerusalem;
and many of the saints I shut up in
prison, having received authority
from the chief priests to do so; and
when they were put to death, I
cast my vote against them; and
oftentimes in all the synagogues I
punished them and tried to force
them to blaspheme; and in my ex-

treme rage against them I even
pursued them to foreign cities.”

(Acts 26: 9-11)
These

persecutions

drove

Shortly after this Paul went into
the desert where he spent close to
three years learning truths of salvation under the direction of the
Lord Himself. This schooling was
so thorough that when he joined

the Apostles in Jerusalem there
was nothing to change in or add

to in his Gospel.
St. Paul made three missionary
journeys. He planned a fourth
journey but persecutions by the
Jews kept him from carrying out
his purpose. He finally reached
Rome after being imprisoned for

two years in Caesarea. In Rome
he was kept in chains for another
two years. He was beheaded there
in the year 67.

(The writer is indebted to Peter
and Paul Apostles, by Isidore
O’Brien, O.F.M. St. Anthony Guild
Press, Paterson, N. ia

the

disciples from Jerusalem to various
towns in Syria and Palestine. Some
went

to

Damascus

where

there

were about fifty thousand Jews at
that time. Saul decided to follow

them to Damascus and bring them
back to Jerusalem. He had letters
from the high priest to the governor of the city to that effect, but
as it turned out the letters were
never

presented to the

governor.

Christ Himself interferred.
We know the story of Saul’s conversion. How he was struck down

on the way to Damascus; the
words of Christ, “Saul, Saul, why
dost thou persecute Me?”; how he
was blinded and taken to Damascus; how Ananias was sent to him
and baptized him; and how he regained his sight and after taking
some food recovered his strength.

Then he set out for the synagogue and “began to preach that

Jesus is the Son of God.” The Jews

one who kills you to think that he

“were amazed and said, ‘Is not this
he who used to make havoc in
Jerusalem of those who called upon

is offering worship to God.” (John

his name, and who has come here

16: 2)

for the purpose of taking them in

Yes, the hour is coming for every-

bonds to the chief priests?’” (Acts
9: 20-21).

FOR YOU
My gift to you is a gift of love
That began with the birth of
time,

And as each dawn is kissed
By the morning dew,
A garland of roses I kiss for you.

Many times have I said I love
you —
In the spring and summer and
fall;
But with the cold winter days
And the bleak winter nights,
I look for your smile

To make everythingbright.
Our work and our play are but
symbols,
Dutiful, laughing and gay —

But my love for you dear, is eternal
And will last beyond judgment

day.
—NELSON R. Haas.

May, 1955
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Festivals of Hawaii
by Melvin Silva

@ Nowhere else in the whole
world is there such marvelous harmony among different racial groups
as in the Hawaiian Islands. Centrally located in the Pacific Ocean,
the islands are frequented throughout the year by travellers from all
parts of the world. Witnessing the
harmonious relationship among the
peoples of the Territory and particularly the friendship manifested
by the islanders, many of the travellers remain and make Hawaii
their home. Hence, more nationalities are added, contributing customs and various ways of living to
the multi-racial groups throughout

the Territory.

pare this feast in such a manner
that one wonders from whence the

palatable food comes. Among the
many various dishes is the “kalua”

(roast) pig which is cooked in an
“imu” (oven) in the ground. The
“imu,” or underground oven, is dug
wide enough for two fairly huge
pigs. Only one pig at a time, however, is preferred; and together
with sweet potatoes, “ulu”-bread-

fruit (the fruit of the Pandanus
tree), fish, “lau-lau” (another Hawaiian preparation), and other edible food, the pig is roasted.
: th

CA

WEAF

perfect time. Many people of different nationalities also take part
in the dance which lasts for hours.
The enchanting strains of the Far
East are so unique in their tones

that one soon becomes familiar
with them and thus the dance is
not difficult to learn.

As for the native Hawaiians, descendants of the Polynesians, a festival would not be complete with-

out the “luau.” The “luau” is a
feast which is very characteristic
of lovely Hawaii. The natives pre-

Page 6

Another very interesting and colorful celebration is the May Day
Pageant held every year on May
first in the schools and in various
organizations. Some students consider the pageant a climax of the
whole school year, and thus have
an all-out attitude for the affair. In
the afternoon of April 30, the
meadows and valleys swarm with
children of all races and creeds,
looking for and picking beautiful
blossoms for making leis. Among
the many flowers that grow abund-

antly in Hawaii are the carnation,
plumeria, fragrant ginger blossoms,
and the Hawaiian crown flower, in

picking a package or bucketful of

stance, the Japanese usually hold

in a kimono may perform. A
Buddhist sits on an elevated platform, about fifteen feet high in the
middle of the circle, and plays the
mandolin, chanting or singing religious songs, while someone below
slowly beats on a huge drum in

means of the fingers. At the “luau,”
a selected group of musicians sing
Hawaiian songs, while dancers do
the hula.

both purple and white colors. After

peoples is most thrilling. For in-

by a rope in which anyone garbed

seated on the ground, covered with
erns and leaves, the roasted pig
is removed from the “imu” and
placed in plates made of leaves or

wood, and it is then consumed b

Hearing about some of the
manifold festivities of the different

their festivals in the fall and don
their kimonos for the occasion. The
variation of colors in a kimono is
very striking and it is worn with
much arrogance. The central or
focusing point in the festival is the
“Ondo Dance.” This dance is held
in a very huge circle surrounded

“luau” is held, and everyone is

Iliustration by Manny Cadiz

The underground oven is walled
with a certain type of small, round,
porous _ stones, “pohaku _ puka,”
which absorb the heat that has
been made by burning wood.
After the wood has burned completely and there are no embers,
the pig is put into the “imu” with
the other ingredients to roast.
Meanwhile, the heat is being sup-

plied by the red hot stones as the
oven is covered with green palm
branches and “ti” leaves. The
process lasts for at least two hours
and whatever is in the “imu” is
then removed. There may be two
or three underground ovens depending on the size of the crowd

invited to the “luau.” Nevertheless,
regardless of invitations, even the

uninvited attend, sometimes exceeding the number invited.
In the evening, when the main

different and multi-colored flowers,
the children happily return home,
delighted with their picking, and
scatter the flowers on the floor, to
be sewed into beautiful, fragrant,
flower leis. The person making the
best flower lei is usually awarded
a prize; hence, meticulous care is
given in making them. The following moring, May first, the children wear their leis to school with

pride and everyone admires everyone else’s lei, sometimes bartering
with them as a good neighbor pol-

icy. Those having orchid leis usually keep them for a short while
because friends ask for them and
the friends of friends ask for them
until, by the end of the day, ap-

proximately ten people have worn
the orchid lei. There are various
ways of making leis, and different
designs add to the beauty of the
leis.
In school, the students select a

May King and Queen, together
with their Royal Court, composed
of Princesses, garbed in handsome-

ly designed “holokus” or Mother
Hubbard dresses with a long train;

(Turn to Page 23)
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People Make Baseball

escaped unscathed. He, too, made
the papers and the courts. Of
course, he may have been falling

asleep at the time of the accident:
by Bertrand Buby
@ People make baseball. Each
person interprets, enjoys, and even
lives this sport in his own particu-

lar way. For grandpa, baseball
may mean sitting in an easy chair

and reading the evening journal
for the latest scores. Meanwhile,
outside in the backyard, Junior
may be smashing the garage window with his latest homer. Even
Mary, the housewife, may get a
chuckle out of baseball when she

sees her husband stamping up and
down, complaining about the management of the local team, and

rashly insisting that he knows best
what to do about the club. Even
those who read the funnies can

appreciate and smirk at the equivocal jargon of the baseball world.

ands of people occupied for one
hundred and fifty-six games each
season. Counting the World Series
over two thousand five hundred
league games are played in each
season of baseball.
People also find entertainment
and relaxation in baseball. These

people are the spectators and subsidizers of the game. Flocking to
the parks, these rabid fans root for
the home team and follow the
course of the ball for nine or more

innings. Some spectators even be-

come professional minded; double

plays are scrutinized, signals are

stolen, weaknesses are carefully
noted, and pitches are called. Others use their ability of observation

The late George McManus, author
of the comic strip “Bringing Up

jargon in

hilarious manner.

For example,

a

Maggie, upon overhearing Jigg’s

bottom of the fifth and the bags
are loaded.” Maggie becomes infuriated; she races for the pantry,
grabs a rolling pin and heads for

Jiggs’ head. How can Jiggs, her
husband, dare to listen to such
scandalous announcements about
old women drenched with liquor!

Some people live baseball; others make a living out of baseball.
Large numbers of people are fur-

nished with employment because
of America’s national sport. There
are the big business men, the managers, the statisticians, the announcers, sports wrtiers, T. V. operators, clerks, ground crews, ush-

ers, police, coaches, and even the
players.
The major leagues keep thousMay, 1955

These ambitious fellows have one
of the most difficult tasks when it

comes to a ball park. Youngsters
have to be chased from the walls,
intruders have to be kept off the
field, wild crowds have to be con-

trolled, and an occasional poodle
or alley cat has to be escorted from
the grounds. The poor policeman
has his hands full when it comes to
keeping the fans from grabbing
the foul balls that roll near the
box seats. He has been told by the
management that he is to return
every foul ball that he can. In doing so he is accomplishing his
duty, but the crowd isn’t interested
in him or his duty, and so, like
wild animals, who have been deprived of their food, the fans hiss,
boo, and taunt the ill-fated cop.

acrobats; for example, Billy Pier-

radio, discovers that Slugger Wilson hits a long foul along the line;
immediately she pictures to herself
a chicken being driven down a
clothes line by a mean, burly, baseball player. After a few seconds

the announcer bursts out, “It’s the

Policemen are another category
of people associated with baseball.

The players are people, too.
Most of them are colorful and
very resourceful. Some are heroes;
others are villians. Some are great

Father,” was especially adept at
bringing out this

after all, he was at Forbes Field.

sall and Willie Mays. Then there

is the cultured, refined, and popular player like Stan Musial, Ralph
Kiner, and Gil Hodges.

Managers are perhaps the most

to make predictions and win bets.

colorful and entertaining contin-

Then there is always the raucous

gent in baseball. Can anyone out-

fan who comes to raise a hullaba-

do the antics, mimickery, and foolery of a Charley Grimm? Who can

with his gargantuan lungs. One
such fellow in Pittsburgh has developed an elephant-like war hoop
that resounds throughout Forbes
Field like the shrill whistle of an
express train in the middle of the
night.

out-lip or ultimately win an argu-

loo and to boo opposing players

ment from the “Lip”? Can anyone,

even

an

umpire,

prevent

Stanky from pestering everybody,
even his own club?
America loves baseball and
claims it as her own. She always

Non-participants of the game are

is the champion of the world. Base-

sometimes more interesting to observe than the colorful players.
Cleveland’s modern version of Simon Stock made the headlines for
weeks. In Pittsburgh one fan became so enthralled in the Pirates

ball is part of the character of
America. The Greeks had their
discus throwing; the Romans had
chariot racing. In fact every nation
has its national sport or sports. It
seems that sports occupy a living

that he toppled from the second

part in the civilization of a nation.

tier, landed on an innocent spec-

People make sports, and “He who

tator, broke the latter’s neck, and

can play lives.”
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On the Perils of Coeducation
by Kautilya

@ Men come to college in the
pursuit of education. Women come
to college in the pursuit of man.
This is undeniably true and it is
corroborated by statistical evidence
which indicates that six and a half
out of every ten girls who go to

college marry ere they complete
their course. (Presumably the half
refers

to

a

promising

romance,

blighted before it could come to
fruition, by the draft board and

unsympathetic R.O.T.C. officers!
)
What does all this show? It
shows that it behooves us male students to be at all times wary,
watchful and cautious, for in every
hidden nook and corner there lurks
a husband-huntress. We have to

be on guard all the time. If a girl
is staggering along with some heavy
books, a boy dare not be chivalrous and offer to carry them, for at
once she'll think “How considerate
and gentle he is” and experience
shows that another male has been
marked down for matrimony! There
are proponents of the theory that
the presence of women students
arouses the spark of chivalry that
glows within us, but these admirers
of King Arthur and his Knights of
the Round Table have not seen the
nervous wrecks that it has been my
painful experience to see
—strong

men running like cowards whenever a purposeful young lady looked their way.
Be it clearly understood that I

am no misogynist.

On the con-

trary, I am a great admirer of the
female of the species
— but, I say,
let us hunted males have a brief
respite at least while we are in
class. With the fine spring weather
out-doors, it is so difficult to listen
to the meanderings of the teachers.
Must we add to this the further
distraction of having girls in class?

—in short, the embodiment of a
gentleman, and he deserved to be
able to finish his college first. It
so transpired that one morning he
was driving to school and he saw
the stalled car of a comely girl
class-mate. He naturally stopped,
being the fine man he was, and
checked the engine of the stalled
car. Finding that there was nothing
wrong save for a lack of gasoline,
he supplied the deficiency. Little
he did know that because of his
kindly act he would no longer be
the master of his soul. This girl
promptly decided that Denzyl
would be a very useful husband to
have: within three months our
bachelors’ club knew him no more

and just before I left home he
phoned to tell me that he was going to name his son and heir after
me!

that college students should forsake the company of girls entirely,
the better to concentrate on their
studies. Nothing could be further

from my thoughts, for man is a
social being and a one-sided development of the personality is to be

deplored. Social activity does play
a great part in everyday life and

we must be able to carry ourselves in society. There is not much
to be said in favor of being a brilliant scientist but a boor. But we
are not in the Victorian era when

a girl could not enjoy a boy’s company without the presence of a
chaperon or duenna. We are in
the middle of the twentieth century America and there is nothing
against a date onafine spring evening, or a dance or any similar
form of entertainment. This brings
me to a charge often hurled at me:
what are boys living on-campus to

do. They do not know anyone in
town. This is a very feeble argument, for on two continents I have

yet to hear of a boy who did not
get a date within four weeks of
coming to college, just because he
was new to the town. It has been

known ere this, for buddies to help
arrange a date. Hence the need
for social intercourse should not
This true story can be multiplied
a thousandfold, but this one incident is enough to show what happens to the poor, innocent, guileless male in a coed college.
It has also been maintained that
when there are girls in school, the
boys are better dressed and more
spruce in their appearance. This
may be true in the case of members of the staff who, naturally
enough like to preen themselves
when they are safely away from

blind the protagonists of coeducation in college, to the fact that
there is a time for everything and

that everything has a time. At
present it is for study so that we
may fit ourselves for the responsibilities that will be ours when we
leave the portals of our Alma
Mater.

cannot be said of the students. And

Looking things over, there is
only one good reason I can see in
favor of coeducation. And that is,
it is better for boys to have some
experience of the wiles of women
before they enter the big, wide

even were this true, must we men

world where they will be lawful

their better halves, but the same

Let me tell you what happened

lose our blissful tranquility for that

prey in the matrimonial hunting

to my friend Denzyl. He is a fine

knife-edge crease in our trousers?

grounds!

fellow, helpful, courteous, clever

I do not imply as some may feel,
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If there is a cogent rea-
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Motion Picture Technology Draws Interest
by Paul Clemmer

@ The American automotive industry was not unique among other
industries when it adopted its “forward look” in 1955. Two years before, the stresses and strains of
competition were forcing another
to take heed, lest that entire industry be the loser. The latter was
of course the motion picture industry.
Many times competition forces

progress. Had it not been for competition, our new 1955 autos would
look like the old Model T. So too,
had it not been for the pressure
which television brought to bear
upon the movie industry, we would
not today have such fine advances
as 3D, cinemascope, wide screen,
vista vision, stereophonic sound,
superscope and cinerama.

The third dimension was not an
end in itself. Had the industry
produced movies with finer stories,
we might still be watching 3D today.
Having tasted bitter defeat with
3D, the industry took stock in itself and developed the spectacular
panorama of the anomorphic lens,

the cinemascope process. Not haying forgotten the lesson learned

with 3D, the industry has come up

into a Xenia theater and complained to the management that the
projectionist had not “focussed the
picture on the screen.” The patron
was bewildered when told that he
was watching 3D and that one

must don a pair of polaroid glasses
to acquire a distortion-free and
focussed picture.
The theater owner, like every
other business man, realizes that

to operate profitably he must offer

with numerous truly great motion
pictures
—pictures bringing the
viewer into the story
—pictures
bringing panoramic landscape and
never-before-seen spectacles to the

that which will be accepted by the
public. He has taken brave strides
to please the movie-goer, and if
the fan will educate himself on

giant cinemascope

tures, he will open the gates to
good entertainment if he supports
those theaters which have so
bravely invested in cinemascope
and wide-screen equipment.

screen.

The

viewer decided a twenty-five to
fifty foot screen was better than a

twenty-one square inch TV.

Such a revolution to the motion

the new progress of motion pic-

picture industry were these advances, that the likes have not
been accomplished since the invention of the “talkies.” The in-

FAREWELL TO CLASS
(Continued from Page 3)

dustry is excited about these ad-

ter, whose name was just read off

vances, and they have reason to

by the dean. At last my goal has
been achieved of seeing him or her
through college.”

be. For the industry has proven
that the public, given a good story
and a new process, will leave the
home TV and venture into the
more moder movie theater.
This progress commenced in
1952 when the theater owners
found they could no longer throw

“any trash” on the screen and expect the public to view it. They
had to learn the hard way. The

public gradually drifted away because the public simply wanted

something new. The industry was
forced to yield. Thus, the development of the 3D process.
Unfortunately, the movie industry had not learned its lesson. It
still believed Mr. Doe would not
demand good motion picture stor-

ies, but would be satisfied with
just a new process. John Q. Public
soon tired of inferior productions.
May, 1955

And so the trek back to the
theater began once again. The
public, however, has been slow to
digest the new advances. It seems
they are confused about the various processes and systems. It is a
known fact that hardly one in ten
persons knows the difference between cinemascope and 3D. In
fact, many do not realize there is
a difference.
And so we havea situation in
which thousands of exhibitors have
invested thousands of dollars in
new equipment and still thousands
of persons after having viewed the
finished product do not know what
it is they have seen.

Two years ago, when 3D was
still popular, a movie-goer walked

Then there is the faculty. Year
after year they labor with crop
after crop of students trying to
give them the information and the
education needed to make successes of their lives, and they have
done the same for us during the
past four years, Being much inter-

ested in us, they will be exceeding-

ly happy with us on the fourth of
June when we complete our col-

lege course at the University of
Dayton. They will feel that they
have a very intimate part in our
advancement to that status of a
college graduate. Naturally we are
very grateful to them for all their
instruction and guidance.
Now for the parting of the ways
for the members of the class of

(Turn to Page 23)
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The Playground of the Caribbean
by Doris Rochet

@ The sea south of Miami is

sprinkled with a collection of tropical islands. Standing in the midst
of this chain of islands is Puerto

Rico. Although it offers a startling
change from “Main Street, U.S.A,”
Puerto Rico is only half a day’s
airplane ride from the east coast.
One of the major attractions of the
island is that it is American and
yet foreign.
The island of Puerto Rico has an
extraordinary beauty. Visitors can’t

help but become captivated by the
island’s picturesque scenes. The climate is one of the best and most
healthy in the Caribbean, the annual temperature being 10: =F.
Only on rare occasions has it risen
to over 90°. The difference between
winter and summer is only a few
degrees.

ish influence still remains, especially in the dance. You will rarely
meet anyone who is not familiar
with the steps of the mombo,

The

must. The whole bay lights up by
the wake of your boat so that you

Puerto Ricans are emotional, de-

can see fish settling in the stern.

chumba, samba, or bolero.

monstrative people who use their
hands and eyes to punctuate their
speech.
Most children’s games
have Spanish origins, although
some seem to have international
beginnings. Examples are “la gallina ciega” or blind man’s buff and
“cuica” or skipping rope.
Indicative of the American influence on the island are the many
theaters which feature Hollywood
productions with Spanish subtitles. Mexican-made Spanish films
are also popular among the natives.

San Juan, Puerto Rico’s Capital
since 1521, is actually two cities
in one. One is a big, new, neonlighted metropolis; the other is an
old, Spanish-colonial town with
narrow alleys for streets and sur-

rounded by a massive wall that

As with many another factor in
Puerto Rican life, the island’s recAmerican.

T he

The University of Puerto Rico is
located in the municipality of Rio
Piedras, about seven miles from
San Juan. The school which is
built on a large and_ beautiful
campus offers courses in both liberal arts and the professions.
Of great interest too on the island is the fact that San Juan has
the first school of Tropical Medicine established in the western
hemisphere. It is housed in a
building of classic, Spanish renaissance architecture.

Thougharelatively small island,
Puerto Rico has always been a
favorite of the Caribbean. I hope
that you have enjoyed this imaginary Caribbean cruise as much as
I have in relating it to you.

in the legends of the early settlers
of Puerto Rico. They came for
gold, but stayed to build acolony.

and

to pray.

nine per cent of the people are
Catholic.

mance and mystery are to be found

Spanish

Another place of interest on the
island is “Porto Coeli,” the oldest
church now standing on U. S. soil.
Here the earliest worshippers came

The Catholic Church has always
played a dominant role in the island. It is estimated that ninety-

once gave the citizens security
from the frequent invaders. Ro-

reational picture is a blend of the

It is located on the south shore. A
ride on the phosphorous waters of
the “Bahia Fosforescente” is a

Illustration by Bette Osweiler

The island is noted for its beaches. “Luquillo” beach is one of the
most beautiful in the Caribbean.
It is located on the eastern end
of the island. It swings in a white
crescent aroundastill, blue lagoon
surrounded by palm trees. In the
summer a favorite pastime is swim-

Above the stars of darkness,
Beyond the flaming meteors of
disbelief —
Rises the sun of hope and faith.
Never dimmed by downcast

and women.

ming and barbecuing on_ the

Although American types of entertainment and sports have taken

beach.

Its pure reflections find even those

“plazas” still form the center of
attraction for many of the people.
Each city, large and small, has its

plaza which serves as a_playground for the children, a place of

promenade for the girls, and a
site of gossip exchange for the men

strong hold in the island, the Span-
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“La Parguera” is one of the famous resort places of Puerto Rico.

STROPHE

shadows
who turn apart.

Ray McKenna.
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Grads Become Nostalgic
OUR FOUR YEARS
@ This is an article about the
class that will graduate in June
of 1955, just a few short weeks

away.

Really it is no different

from any other farewell article
written about a graduating class.

Jus a few reminiscences, perhaps a
note of sadness now and then, and
still it is a little different, at least
for us seniors, for this year it pertains to us, the class of 55.

Only four years have passed
since the fall we proudly donned
our frosh beanies. In one way it
has been a long four years, and
then again it has flown by too

Bowl and back again with ten gallon hats. That first year was the
one where things happened in
kaleidoscope fashion. The enchantment of a first college prom, the

standard phrase, “Where's the party tonight?” and the ten oclock
assemblies every Friday.
By the second year things had
quieted down and those of us who
returned to the Hilltop knew that
it was time to bear down and concentrate more on majors and minors than on Friday night parties.
This was the year also, that we

managed to topple Seton Hall be-

year “Auld Lange Syne” would
sound for us.
Now, in just a few weeks we, of
the class of ‘55 will be only a
memory in the minds of the friends
we leave behind. To those coming
after us we shall be no more than
a composite upon the wall, only a
blur of faces encased in a frame.
And as year follows year, and gradulation succeeds graduation we
shall move slowly down the hall,
gathering a little more dust, becoming a little more faded and
worn around the edges. Those we

know and love will be gone or
scattered, and there will be nothing remaining of us except a dim
echo of our voices and laughter,

quickly. There were moments when

that sheepskin dangling in front of

heard only by the very few who

our noses didn’t seem to offer
enough compensation to merit the
taking of so many courses, the
reading of so many books, or the
millions of hours spent in the li-

But is this really to be all that
will remain of us and these last

brary. But somehow we kept on

four years? Only a dusty compos-

going,

ite hanging on a wall? I really don’t
think so. I believe that all the
members of this graduating class
hope to, and will, leave behind a
little more of themselves, that they
will leave behind the stepping
stones of a foundation from which
the future generations will reach
world-wide glorification of God,
and freedom for all nations.

and

today have

can remember back to this spring
of °55.

almost

reached the end. Perhaps we could
have burned a bit more of that

midnight oil (it’s taken for granted that we all burned some), or
made it to a few more of those
eight o’clocks, but it is a little late
now to wish for a chance to do
things differently. It’s time to step
into the world and pray that if
we have learned nothing else in
four years we at least have learned
to live in such a manner as to be
a credit to the University of which
we are so proud.

So many things have happened

fore a crowd of over six thousand.
It was the year of big changes. We

lost our downstairs cafe, purple
drapes and all, in favor of a more

modern dining hall upstairs. And
for the first time there were two
lunch hours. Remember the lamenting when you discovered that
everyone ate at eleven except you.

during our four years. There was

In 1954 we looked east again —
New York and the NIT. By now

the first day of school when our

the Empire State was becomin

legs turned to rubber bands the
minute we entered a class, and
the morning we felt so daring as
we decided to take our very first
cut. And it seemed as though we
had barely finished marching
through downtown Dayton with
our buckets and brushes before the

quite familiar to all. It was also
about this time that we began to
realize we had almost completed
three years of higher education,
and time was growing short. When
the Senior Farewell rolled around

football team was off to the Salad

May, 1955

—Caro.t Hinton.
¢
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REMEMBERING
@ There was an article in the
newspaper last night about the

new buildings at the University
being dedicated.

The school has

changed so much in the past few
years. As I read about some of
them, I found myself thinking back
and remembering those years at
Te

we couldn't understand the sad

Before I knew it, I was surround-

faces of the seniors until we suddenly realized that in one short

ed by picture albums, yearbooks;
and so many of the things I'd kept
Page it

from college. It was so much fun
going through all of it again, and
what memories it brought back!
The year 1954-55 was a great
one at U.D. There were several
firsts with the students taking over
the Freshman Orientation Program, the opening of Founder's
Hall, a brand new football coach
and the debut of the Flyerettes being top among them.
Remember how we oh'd and
ah’d at the new dorm and all of
us envied the boys who would get
to live there. If some of the stories
we used to hear about dorm life
were true those boys must have a
roaring good time when they get
together nowadays.
1954 saw the arrival of a brand
new football coach, too. The team
started the yeara little slowly, but
will you ever forget that Miami
game? Looking over the program
again, I could almost see that beautiful Saturday afternoon and hear
that joyful, hysterical U. D. crowd.
No football game has ever equalled it!
Tucked in among the football
programs, I discovered some pictures of Homecoming, 1954; the
floats, the parade, the half-time
ceremonies — it seems as if it hap-

pened only yesterday. Staying up
all night to work on floats, the excitement of campaigning and the
beautiful dance to climax it all! I
chuckled again as I remembered
the Medical student’s “Birth of Aviation” with Orville and Wilbur

pacing up and down and the U.D.
Players’

“Flight

Before

Wright”

with the man on the magic carpet.

Oppenheimer, Matusow and
“Scholars”
by Ray Wach
e A planned series of lectures
at the University of Washington
by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer recently was canceled by President
Henry Schmitz. Dr. Oppenheimer
does not meet the personal standards of the university. Bitter protests erupted against this ruling
and the “academic world” declared a boycott against the university.
A dozen or so important scholars
from Harvard and elsewhere have
refused to lecture at Washington,
giving as their reason that the university has placed itself “outside
the community of scholars” by its
ban on Oppenheimer.
These gentlemen and the “community of scholars” that they
represent must be misinformed. It
is a legitimate duty of a university to screen its lecturers on per-

sonal grounds, and surely Dr. Op-

penheimer is a moral reprobate by
his own admission, surpassing even
Harvey Marshall Matusow in the
number and gravity of lies to
which he has admitted, by my
count. It may be a blow to those
who claim the right to be uncertain
when some one makes an absolute
statement like: “I am a liar,” but

such a remark is per se true. Washington University’s ban on Dr. Oppenheimer is a logical consequence
of such a statement, made under

oath, and why such an obvious

That was a homecoming to remember.

follow-through should place this

Napkins and party favors, empty
matchbooks and faded programs
brought back dances and parties

ity of scholars” escapes my com-

and plays. A half forgotten song
sheet of Christmas Carols (with
“Please Return to Usher at Close

of Program” printed on the bottom) recalled the beautiful Christmas

Program

and the barefoot

Santa Claus presented by the Student Council that year.

(Turn to Page 21)
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University outside the “communprehension.
For the benefit of those not readily familiar with the several reports made on Dr. Oppenheimer
by Messrs. Lewis Straus, Eugene

Zukert, Joseph Sambell, Thomas
Murray, Gordon Dean, Vannevar
Bush, Ward Evans, Thomas Morgan, Gordon Grey, et al, here are
quotations pertinent to his “personal standards,” the point of this

discussion. Dr. Oppenheimer as a

security risk or anything else is not
appropos to the controversy.

The majority report of the Grey
Board reported: “We have regretfully concluded that Dr. Oppenheimer has been less than candid
in his testimony before this board
The Atomic Energy Commission,
remarking on his “serious defects
of character,” stated: “He has falsified in matters wherein he was
charged with grave responsibilities
in the national interest...

“It is not clear today (which of
the following stories) . . . is the
true version . . . Dr. Oppenheimer
swears under oath that the story

he told Colonel Pash (about Soviet
espionage) was a ‘whole fabrication and tissue of lies’... if Dr.
Oppenheimer lied in 1943, as he

now says he did, he committed the

crime of knowingly making false
and material statements to a federal officer. If he lied to the board,
he committed perjury .. .

“The catalog (of lies) does not
end with these six examples (italics
mine.) The work of Military Intelligence, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and the Atomic Energy Commission —all, at one time
or another, have felt the effect of
his falsehoods, evasions and misrepresentations.”
Harvey Matusow, lie for lie, has

been surpassed by Dr. Oppenheimer. This basic fact should be

mentioned in any discussion of the

Oppenheimer case. His colleagues
found him completely untrustworthy. This is a symptom of his

“personal standards,” for the record indicates other sordid affairs

less pertinent to his public life that must be passed over.

(Turn to Page 23)
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THE SPELL OF SPRING

WHEN I GET BIG, MOM

What a beautiful day, so calm and free,

When I get big, Mom

The sun has fashioned in its tranquility;

And when you call me Tom,

Groves of silver clouds way up high
Lie in the arms of their lover, the sky.
Beside the rocks and beneath the trees
Perfumed flowers dance in the breeze;
The cherry blossoms in bloom are seen;
The hills are clad in a coat of green;
The rivers dance and laugh with glee
As they flew down to kiss the sea.
There is no season earth loves as well

As that of spring casting its spell.
—Louts F. Tone, Jr.

TO THE GARDENER
A slight breeze breathes lazily
Across his tawney, sweat-streaked brow
Burdened with the sight of the soil.
He watches it stretch, yawn, almost
Gape from suffocation and thirst...
But why does he stay there, helplessly?
A seething sun glares mercilessly
Upon his soil, so neatly glazed
By its incessant insistence.
His brawny shoulders are tired, bent
From nurturing the earth around him...
But why does he stay there, helplessly?
Is he such a fool...

Or is he hopeful?
—IRMI RAUCH.

MEMORIAL DAY THOUGHTS
Death is a philanthropist, for he gives unto me a treasured
gift — the sacredness of eternal life.
Death is a charitable soul, for he carries me afar into
the valley of forgetfulness.
Death is the finest of educators, for he teaches me to
forever shelve my vain desires.
Death is a guiding light, for he leads me to my heavenly
reward.

Death is a host refined, for he introduces me to the King
of Kings.

I'll do lots and lots for you
So that you’ll never be blue.
For you to work I’ll go,
To your wishes I’ll not say no.
I’ll buy you hats, dresses, a coat;
’Round the world we’ll go in a grand boat.
Our joys will be many, our cares few,
I’ll always watch and look after you.

When you are grown, Tommy,
So different all will be.
To think of me you’ll have no time,
Nor will you consider plans of mine.
The great world will hold your interest,
You'll have to battle manyatest.
All too soon will you leave from home

To live your own life, prosper, and roam.
Though little you’ll come to be with me
I’ll always think of you as my Tommy.
—IRMI RAUCH.

e
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DOWN TOWN, BROOKLYN
Down town, Brooklyn
The tides of stinking, sweating masses
Turn and overflow the streets,
Seeking subways, stepping switfly through the earth,
Boarding trains for hinter cities.
The sun stands smoldering all within
Its scarlet sheen, as the slaving day
Is over and the slaves and shoppers
Slink to the subways and the suburbs.
Rumbling, screeching subways
Pound on heavy heads, aching
From the noise, lurching to
And fro. Stopping, starting,
Always smarting.
But they’ll do it o’er tomorrow.

There is always
A tomorrow as you

Skimp and save your
Silver ’till you die.
They will do it o’er tomorrow
As they skimp and save their money.
To be sure it won’t be funny
How their heirs will waste that money
While they rot and stink

—EDWARD F, FLYNN.
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Tomorrow—In the grave.

—ROoBERT MCAULIFFE.
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CALLAHAN
by Rickie

e@ It was almost dusk. Steve
Hunter paused at the door to light
a cigarette. So, Pat Callahan was
in town . . . Steve wondered mo-

mentarily how long it would take
Callahan to find him, and then he

turned up the street to Joe's.
Joe’s was almost deserted. Joe

“That doesn’t apply to you.”

“Then why ask?”
“I wanta make sure, ‘cause if

you don’t I can supply.”
“T won't mind it.”

Joe’s mouth dropped open in
surprise.

.

himself was behind the bar, polish-

Steve smiled. “Thanks, anyway,

ing, rag in one hand and dustmop

Joe,” he said, and got up to leave.

in the other. There were two things
that could be said about Joe; he
ran the cleanest dive in town and
he knew every syllable uttered
along the grapevine.

“Be seein’ yuh!”

Steve climbed onastool.
“Hello, Steve!” Joe roared.
“Gimme a cupa coffee,” Steve
murmured.

Joe leaned on the bar across
from him. “Worried about Calla-

han?” he asked.
Steve grinned up at him wryly.
“A bum swears he’s gonna kill me,
and I shouldn’t worry?” he said.

“In a casket,” Joe mumbled fore-

bodingly under his breath.
After Steve had wandered up
the street, Joe disappeared into a
phone booth. He dialed a number,
and spoke into the receiver, “If

you want Steve Hunter alive to-

morrow, yuh better put a tail on

him now. He just left Joe’s bar.”
A voice answered, “You'realittle
late buddy, we've had him covered
since he left work.” Joe hung up,
and went back to the rag and

mop.

Steve wandered around until
about midnight, before he noticed
he was lost. An el rumbled not too
far away. He remembered crossing Michigan avenue five minutes
before . . . or was it a century?
Some how, although he didn't
know exactly where he was, the
area seemed vaguely familiar. He
headed in the general direction of
the el’s rumble.
The area was definitely familiar,
now, only Steve couldn't place it.
Suddenly he stopped before a ten-

ement gutted by a recent fire. The
el roared by.
under the el!

Callahan’s

room

Steve rocked back on his heels,

pushing his hat back from his forehead, and then shoving his hands
into his pockets. He peered up at
the tenement saying under his
breath, “Well, you sure picked a
helluva spot to be alone.”
He looked around. The street
was deserted and the only light
was that which came from a weak
bulb on the corner.
Steve looked up at the tenement
again. When was the last time he
was there? Callahan and that room,
filth everywhere punctuated with

the reaking odor of cheap whisky.
Once in there, Steve would stop

thinking for himself. It always be-

“Now, looky, Steve. There ain't
a con man in Chicago who's got
a soft spot for Callahan.”

came what Callahan thought and
what Callahan wanted. Until Callahan decided he wanted to try

“Think that'll stop him?”

a job.

“It won't help him.”

With a shock that night came
back to him. He had dropped in
on Callahan to chew the fat. Callahan had been getting hopped up
for the job and had decided he
wanted Steve to pull it with him.

“He doesn’t particularly care. He
wants to get even.”
“Okay, worry. I'll get your coffee Yuh can cry inta it.”

Steve remembereda little voice
inside screaming, “No, no!” and he
had echoed it aloud.

Six coffee cups and a pack of

cigarettes later Steve yelled for

the bill.

With a yell Callahan had leaped
in front of him, and caught him
on the chin with a swift uppercut.
Steve went out like a light. When

After collecting, Joe leaned on
the bar again. “So, now where yuh
goin’?” he asked.
“Donno. I guess [ll wander
around until I find him.”

he woke up, Detective Lieutenant
Matt Thompson, robbery squad,

“Oh, sure, sure. Gotta gun?”

had been staring down at him.
His hands and feet had been tied,

“It’s against the law to carry a

concealed weapon.”
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Illustration by Dottie Foley

(Turn to Page 23)
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Cducators’ Nook - - Edited by Mary Ann Finn

@ As another school year ap-

proaches the “ninth inning” every-

division grow and improve in the

task of teacher training.

one seems to enjoy pausing for a
moment to check over past activities and mentally plan for next

year. The education division had
an excellent opportunity for a
spring check-up this year when it

was visited by the members of the
board of the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education. This group of leading educators approached the campus in
order to evaluate and recommend
U. D. for membership in their organization.

The NCATE is the one and only
official national accrediting body
for teacher education in the coun-

try. Out of more than a hundred
institutions who applied for mem-

bership this year, only seven could
be visited for evaluation; and the
U.D. was lucky enough to be
selected as one of the seven.
Naturally this national accreditation of our teacher education program will increase no end the
worth of the teaching credentials

eared by our students. It will
mean that from here on our education division will be “batting in
the big leagues!”

&

=

=

class activities. Kathy Jardine observed that “the children arehelped to understand the need of rules
and regulations,” and this basic

STUDENT TEACHING

understanding leads to cooperation

As the skeptical little boy said to
his amateur mechanic father, when
he tightened the last bolt on the
ancient carpet sweeper, “Yeah, but
will it work?” Dad and son know
that after careful inspection of

garten level.

parts and the addition of new ones,
true success is realized only when
the sweeper actually works.

We may. say that teachers are
fashioned in this manner and the
final analysis is made through

actual work in the classroom by
means of student teaching. The
student who registers for work in

the education division is inspected
and observed carefully. Many new
ideas are introduced and repeated
for emphasis through the professional and methods courses pursued
over a three-year period. After this
time the training program develops
into the direct approach of learn-

ing by doing.

:

By means of student teaching
one begins to see theory and practice shape into the actual classroom daily routine. This semester

in the group even at the kinder-

One important feature of student
teaching is the pleasant relationship which evolves between the

supervising teacher and the novice.
Though the student enters the
classroom situation well prepared

and perhaps already experienced
in working with groups, the school
routines and procedures sometimes
present an initial difficulty, and the
supervisor and other faculty members are near at hand to ease this
burden. Armand Martino explained this fact well when he stated,
“Everyone was more than willing
to help me with any problems or
projects I undertook.” It is a diff_icult situation to teach in isolation!

The school is composed of other
children and faculty members who
cooperate and encourage the stu-

dent to achieve success. Nona Neff
discovered this when she said,

“They (the faculty) made me feel
as if I were part of them.” Carol
Osborne seemed to express the

typical reaction well, “I was very

The student body is to be congratulated for their fine cooper-

fifty student teachers attest to this
fact and add perhaps a bit more.

happy working with them.”

ation in assisting this committee
with their duty of evaluation.
The gentlemen, representing the
NCATE, were impressed by the
enthusiasm, loyalty, and esteem

In the important matter of discipline, Joan Moore, working with a
group of high school students, dis-

us but an inkling of the enjoyment

which the U. D. students expressed

manner as they are treated.” Anita

in their candid view of the education division. Everyone, students

Beacham confessed an uncomfortable feeling at “having sixty-six

covered the secret that in many
cases “people react in the same

This brief random resume gives
and pleasure experienced by this
group of student teachers. The

enthusiastic response to this experiment in the teaching field is a reasonable indication of future success.

and faculty, may take a bow at
this point, and then continue the

was quickly remedied by working

As I replace the cap on m
trusty fountain pen, I bid you all

effort that makes the education

with and enjoying the third grade

(Turn to Page 23)
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little eyes staring” at her, but this
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ctrom the Ceditor’s “Den - - A FOND FAREWELL
@ There is an old saying: “You'll never miss the
water until the well runs dry.” How very true! And,
oddly enough, there will be many days when the
present senior class, soon to become alumni, will think

we inscribe deep within our hearts the motto of
our school: “PRO DEO ET PATRIA,” dedicating and
performing our every task in the days to come, For
God and Country.

back on the many happy experiences that were theirs
at the University of Dayton. They will once again
wish they were part of the active U. D. student body.
Our four year period at U. D. has seemeda long,
hard task to some, while to others of our class who
busied themselves by actively participating in the
affairs of the university, the time has flown by at an

incredibly rapid pace.
As in almost any phase of life, there have been
occasions over the years at U.D. when things just
didn’t seem to go right, work piled up sky-high and
thoughts of that eight o'clock class became most
unpleasant. Somehow, to each departing senior those
hardships, as it were, have now faded quietly into the
past.

Currently we tum our thoughts toward more

important things; reception of the coveted sheepskin,
continued education in some cases and more than
all the departure from the sheltering walls of the
Alma Mater into the “cruel” and competitive world.
We are all ready and fully prepared to meet that
world, cruel though it may be! At the University of
Dayton we have been moulded into patterns of good
living.
Yes, in a few short weeks the class of 1955 will
depart from U.D., some of us never more to visit
the hilltop. But with us we will take the academic
knowledge and Christian principles with which we
have been indoctrinated, and fashion our lives
accordingly.
Most grateful are the graduates of 1955 to the
Very Reverend Andrew L. Seebold, S.M., president
of the university and to his faculty, for the treasured
gifts of knowledge, Christian example and unequalled
instruction they have given us over the years.

Equipped as we are, let us now hope we will be
a credit to our Alma Mater. And as we depart may
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SERGEANT CRAFT — AND
U.D.S RIFLE TEAM
@ Thanks to the capable leadership of Sergeant
Ova B. Craft, the University of Dayton rifle team has
developed into a top-notch organization.

Through keen competition in reecnt days with
rifle teams of other universities throughout the country, these boys have done much to represent U. D.
well on other campuses.
Sergeant Craft, himself a sharpshooter of unequalled ability, has unselfishly devoted much of his
leisure time to the instruction of individual team

members. With a view toward improving the accuracy
of his charges, he has continually passed along helpful hints in the art of marksmanship to his team.
Much of the success now being enjoyed by our
rifle team may be attributed to this devoted interest
on his part. Then, too, the spirit of mutual cooperation and friendship team members share with one

another, has played an important role in the overall
accomplishments of the team.
Sergeant Craft is a patient and most tolerant
coach, a fact of which the rifle team is well aware.

In him one finds the ideal qualities of a capable
instructor plus a shooting ability shared by only a
small portion of coaches in the nation.

It is a well known fact that a rifle team is a
tremendous asset to the public relations program of

any college or university — especially a winning team.
At U.D. we proudly boast such a team.

The University of Dayton rifle team has all the
ingredients of a successful organization; ability, unsurpassed cooperation and a coach who will guide

them capably along the road to continued success.

The Exponent

WHILE I BELIEVE I HOPE
® Earlier this year four convicts in a Boston
prison stayed in the headlines when they held five
guards as hostages for four days in an attempted
escape. Forunately for society, the escape was unsuccessful. Through the patient vigilance of the prison
officials, and especially the tireless energy of the
chaplain and the physician, the convicts were persuaded to release the guards unharmed, and to
surrender.

Joe Haley, Peggy Haley and Ray Wach, publication
of the Exponent would not have been possible.
Irmi Rauch, editor of the Poetry Page, has done
a magnificent job, as is evidenced in her fine monthly
feature. A member of the graduating class, Irmi will
be difficult to replace.
Anne Flynne, “with a little persuasion on the
home-front,” and ever-punctual Mary Ann Finn,
editors of Coeds’ Corner and Educator’s Nook, respectively, are deserving of praise.

The attempt was a desperate one — almost bound
to fail, one would think. No doubt the prisoners will
be further punished for it, and properly so. But perhaps in their way of thinking what had they to lose?

Many thanks to Ned Ostendorf, Dorothy Foley,
Kay DeVol, Pete O’Bryan, Al Granato and Elizabeth
DeCurtins for their outstanding illustrations each
month.

during his lifetime. What a prospect—the rest of one’s
life behind bars, with no hope of anything else!

I want all of you to know it has been my personal
pleasure to have worked with you on the Exponent.
To each of you I wish the very best of luck and may

None of them had much if any hope of being released

Hope is the one thing we must never lose. With
it, we can bear anything; without it, even a comfortable existence is unbearable. Yet so many people
give up hope so easily and abandon themselves to
despair.
How many of us really believe that the door of
opportunity is closed upon us? We must always
remember that we live in a land where things are
possible
—a land where good is abundant, work
plentiful, the latest developments of science and medicine are available to help all persons.

One of our southern states has adopted a motto,
“Dum spiro, spero.” Translated from the Latin it
reads, “While I breathe, I hope.”
Although many times it may bea difficult task,
don't under any circumstances, ever give up hope in
anything you do. Keep trying and one day you may
attain your goal.

IN APPRECIATION
@ This being the final publication of the Uni-

versity of Dayton Exponent for this school year, I

feel it is most appropriate for the editor to offer his

sincere thanks and appreciation to those with whom

every success and happiness be yours in the days

ahead.

JUDGE EDWARDS AND
THE U. D. STUDENT
® It is refreshing to note that in a world where
persons elected to political office too often become
cblivious to the interests of the public, there are still
some civic and court officials who have remained
conscientious and sympathetic to public opinion.
We are fortunate that in Dayton many political
offices are graced by individuals who have not forgotten their most important role
—serving well the
people they represent.
Recently, Municipal Court Judge Cecil E.
Edwards extended to students of the University of
Dayton political science department a cordial invitation to be his guests at the many trials over which
he presides.
When men of Judge Edwards’ prestige are interested enough in the careers of today’s college men
and women to offer their professional assistance and
advice, it is most gratifying.

he worked over the year. They are certainly deserv-

The University of Dayton political science department is deeply indebted to Judge Edwards for

ing of a few words of commendation, far more than

his genuine interest in the department and its stu-

my journalistic ability will allow.

dents of government and political theory.

To

Brother

Thomas

Price

for

the

editorial

appointment and his valuable assistance throughout
the year, I shall always be grateful.
Were it not for the contributions of my associate
editors, Dennis Meyer, Carol Hilton, Jack Ditzel,
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Students of political science have long recognized in Judge Edwards a man of dignity, character
and superior legal ability. They, too, are cognizant
of the need for men of Judge Edwards’ ability in the
American court.
—Ep FLynn.
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@oeds’ Corner +++ Edited by Anne Flynn

WHAT DO YOU THINK ? ? ? ?

THANKS
@ Just a note of appreciation to our readers who

have been so kind and patient with our shortcomings
during these past three years. Writing this “Coeds’
Corner” has been a lot of fun and very rewarding

for me. How it has appeared to the readers, I didn't
always know, but when there were criticisms they
were always constructive, and all remarks were given
with the best of intentions.
I sincerely thank everyone who has read and

participated in the writing of this page during my
“term” as editor, and as a last request I ask that all
the coeds here at U.D. show the same spirit of

cooperation for next year’s editor, Marilee Faust.

Thank you again for making this a wonderful job
for me.
—ANNE FLYNN.

@ What is this organization called Sorosis? It is
a part of the Alumna Association, founded in February, 1948, by a group of women who were all
graduates of the University of Dayton. Its purpose
is to foster an interest between the University and
the women graduates by sponsoring social functions,
meetings, etc. Examples of these social affairs are
teas, such as the one to be held for our graduating
seniors of this year on May 15th. There are also
other parties, dances and teas held during the year.
There are three meetings held every year, and the
fee annually is $1.00. The association is beneficial,
for the most part, only for graduates who will be in
the Dayton area. This year's officers are:

President, Mrs. Mary Baker; Vice-President, Mrs.
Helen Martin; Treasurer, Miss Lois Kappeler; Recording Secretary, Mrs. Sue Wagner; Corresponding Sec-

retary, Mrs. Clara Weisman, and Publicity Chairman,
We strongly urge this year’s

granduates to join this very worth-while organization.
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naturally to all those gals who managed to drag along
some unsuspecting male.
Now, it seems to me that we enterprising coeds

have a definite problem — what are we going to do

with the profit from the dance? Naturally, I realize
that we all hate to think about spending money, but
we have to face the issue sooner or later.
To begin with . . . this is all completely off the
record as I am not aware of the actual status of the
CWO’s treasury or of any commitments they may
have. But, I notice the sizeable profit listed in the
Turnabout Tag report which was posted on the

bulletin board by the Women’s (much to be improved) Lounge. And, this is the answer to our

SOROSIS

Miss Dee McAnespie.

@ The fairer sex at U. D. proved that they can
promote social events just as well, if not better, than
their counterpart. The Turnabout Tag was truthfully
successful, and the financial report stands as exhibit
No. 1 to prove this. All of this is of credit primarily,
of course, to the Chairman and her committee and

problem.
Why not direct the profits of the Tag to the
improvement of the Lounge? These funds would
undoubtedly be insufficient in themselves, but this

could be remedied by having more CWO-sponsored
events . . . such as baked goods sales, parties, etc.

Two things would be accomplished by this: 1.) The
coeds would get to know each other better (especially
); and 2.) Through
between lower and upper classmen
use of the profits, there would be a more pleasant
place to get together between classes.
just think tt! 1. .- wall-to-wall carpeting,
modern, colorful furniture, low, sound-proofed ceiling, indirect lighting and all the other conveniences
of a millionnaire’s hideaway are the possible features

of an improved Lounge.
Seriously though, I do believe it should be pos-

sible to make a few small changes or additions each

year to the Lounge, especially in the way of furniture.
—Pat RUSSELL.
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HOW TO MODEL CLOTHES
© All around me people were searching for the

perfect job. An occupation that could bring both
pleasure and profit at the same time was my aim as
well as theirs. Alas, I thought I had found the solution — and it wasn’t just a spur-of-the-moment idea,
either. Modeling, I thought, was a job I could like
very easily and it seemed to fit the above qualifications, so, with a few breaks I took my first step into
the fashion world.
To the average American girl, becoming a teen
and becoming clothes-conscious are practically syn-

nonymous. As soon asa girl reaches thirteen, she
trades in her comic books and becomes an avid
advocate of such magazines as “Seventeen,” and then
a few years later, “Mademoiselle” and “Charm.” The
many pages of fashion nurture in the young girl’s
mind a desire to be like the girls in the magazines.
Modeling seems to be the chance to hurriedly pass

from the clumsy growing stage to the poised young
“Seventeen.” All this is not necessarily a dream. Without a fairy god-mother, her dreams can materialize.
Rike-Kumler Company, Dayton’s largest department
store, has close affiliations with these leading fashion
magazines, and twice yearly conducts elaborate style
shows using teen-age models. A girl doesn’t have to

volved, and you soon realized that you could easily
be replaced.
Like other jobs, you are working under supervision . . . in this case, fashion coordinators, who are
fascinating men and women with a wealth of knowledge in their field. But, they are human, too, and
often patience runs short, particularly when working
with the young and inexperienced . . . like Yours
Truly. Youth was on our side, and their shouts and
tirades phased us little. In a few short lessons, they
taught us the trick of modeling: To be happy in the
clothes you are wearing and in the job you are
doing. Follow this rule and you fulfill your duty,
for the people then feel that since you are so poised
and happy in that outfit, they can be too. Thenthey

buy the clothes you modeled and you are a success.
Modeling is the perfect job — at least to me it is
profitable and pleasing. It was everything I had
hoped for: some material wealth, a wealth of experience, exciting and different fun, new fashions and
friends. There is a great future in modeling, for as
long as there is an American woman, there will be a
demand for the latest fashions. An enterprise as

lucrative as fashion holds wide horizons for many —
from rich dress-designer to struggling young model.
—MarILEE Faust.

be a Venus de Milo, but just an average American

girl with a nice figure, poise, charm and a happy
smile. There are twenty models chosen from about

five hundred girls, anxious to be models. It’s a grand
opportunity for those selected.
Those who have done this type of work before
know that modeling is not all glamour, as I soon
found out. Rigorous hours were spent learning how
to stand correctly, how to hold the head, the shoul-

ders, and how to walk smoothly. No one thought a
thing of missing supper, working overtime, or break-

ing a date because rehearsal just wasn’t going right.
Many times I thought my feet were going to fall off
right then and there if I didn’t get to sit down, or
if I had to smile just once more, I would scream.
But no one ever did, because we loved every minute
of modeling. Our motto was: “Smile even though

your feet are aching.”
Modeling taught me numerous things — correct
posture, so essential to good health and a good model;
poise, so essential in every day life; patience, (to
stand still and straight while clothes were fitted made

me think of a Stoic); obedience . . . do what you're

told when you're told to do it! I learned to take
criticism — mustn't swing my arms, must hold my
head high, must cut down on desserts, must walk

down the runway again —all orders that had to be
obeyed.

This was a business, with much money in-
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FAREWELL, SENIORS!!
® It’s that time of year again . . . graduation.
There always seem to be mixed feelings about such
an occasion, and they are not limited only to those
who are being graduated. The graduates, of course,

are both happy and sad that the day has come at
last. The cruel world awaits these eager young men
and women, and they, just as spiritedly, go forth to
meet the “world.” Yet, I know that there is a tinge
of sadness in even the hardest of these students.
U. D. has been a good home for the past four years.
And, what do we, the underclassmen, feel at
Commencement time? We, too, are glad in one sense,
for our own big day is that much closer. We are
somewhat honored to be a part in this bestowing of

those all-important degrees. Yet, our sadness comes
in the thought that some of our real friends will be

gone, come September. Faces that have become so
familiar in various campus spots will be replaced. The
“Big brothers and sisters” of U. D. students are leaving. Goodbye, seniors. It has been a pleasure to
come to know you. May God bless all of you in your
future life.
—AN UNDERCLASSMAN.
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“Pandom “Remarks-+-.+by J. Matthew Haley

TOM SWIFT AND HIS
ELECTRIC GRANDMOTHER

bartender’s eye and glanced quizzically at the picture.

@ Synopsis of last month’s installment: Arthur Sangfroid, scion
of the Sangfroid fortune mysteriously appears in Rangoon. In a
conversation with Clyde, the bartender at the Rangoon Hilton Cocktail Lounge, Arthur reveals that he
is in Rangoon in an attempt to locate a long-lost uncle of his. Arthur’s recently deceased father had
madea stipulation in his will that
Arthur should. find the uncle in
order to split the estate with him.

“Dizzy Parker, yeah that’s the
cat what's playing here tonight.”
“As a matter of fact,” continued the
bartender, “that’s him coming in
the door right now.”

Arthur drained the last of his
Scotch and donning his Aquascutum trench coat, left the bar.
Dusk was settling gently over
Rangoon as Arthur made his way
hurriedly in the general direction
of Sing Foo Ling’s Chinese French
Fried Chicken Shack. Duncan
Hines and the AAA may not have
concurred in Arthur's opinion of
Sing Foo Ling’s, but he found it
the best eating place in Rangoon.
And more important, American
entertainment was offered there:
Just the week before Pinky Dee
had been featured in a smash floor
show, backed up by the Korn
Kobblers.
Stepping gingerly through a
crowd of urchins whining for the
Burmese equivalent of baksheesh,
Arthur entered Sing Foo Ling’s.
He deposited his coat and hat at
the hat-check counter and sauntered over to the bar.
Arthur had been seated for some
minutes, frosted glass in hand, before he noticed the picture of the

Arthur thanked the barkeep for
the information and turned his
gaze toward the door. Dizzy Parker, sax case in his hand, was talking animatedly to Sing Foo Ling.
The restaurant was quiet and Arthur could hear their conversation
even over the whirring sound of
the ceiling fans.
“I gotta get me a new agent.
That bum let GAC book me for a
split week in Omaha, Nebraska,
and Rangoon. And for such small
pay, too. I'll strangle that rat with
my bare hands when I.. .”
“Whatta you mean small pay,
you chiseler. For the bread I'm

paying you I coulda got Ina Ray
Sutton and her whole band. Who
do you think you are, Skitch Henderson?”
“Now don’t come on so salty,
Sing old buddy, I'd take a cut in

pay any day just for the pleasure
of working in this low dive of
yours. This is, without a doubt,
the most miserable excuse for a
nightclub east of Suez. For two
cents I’'d bug out of this gig...”
The rest of the band, from their
appearance a pickup crew of local
musicians, were busily engaged in
setting up their chairs and stands
while their leader argued with the

~“Whatta you wanta blow first,
gang?” asked Dizzy.
“How about Neki Hokey Mambo?” offered the drummer and the

bass man laughed coarsely.
Arthur whirled around on the
barstool at the sound of the bass
man’s laugh. The sound seemed
strangely familiar, but in the dark
of the restaurant, Arthur couldn’t
recognize the man. He dismissed
the matter and, finishing his drink,
left the bar for a quiet table in the

comer to enjoy his dinner in peace.
As luck would have it, Arthur’s
favorite table was taken, so he
was seated near the bandstand.
The bass player was more clearly
seen here and Arthur felt certain
that he had seen the man before.

If only he could place the middleaged man...
“I say, you there,” Arthur had
caught the man’s attention, “havent we met before? Don’t I know
you?”
“There's every reason that you
should know me,” answered the
bass player mysteriously.
“The voice is familiar. I’m Arthur Sangroid of New York, and
I'm here to find an uncle of mine
that I’ve never seen. You remind
me of my father, youre the same
approximate age, the same size and

stature,

and youre voice

does

sound a lot like Dad’s. If youre
my uncle I wish you would admit
it so that I could give you what’s
coming to you.”

proprietor. At last there wasalull

The bass man smiled broadly

in the controversy and Dizzy Park-

and, turning his head from Arthur,

goateed musician on the wall. The

er adjusted his sax chain, wet a

took off his disguise, a wig and a

caption read:

new reed, inserted it in his hom,

putty nose.

and was ready to play.

Arthur,” he said turning to face

Dizzy Parker, Echo

Recording Star. Arthur caught the
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“I’m not your uncle,
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Arthur

once

more,

“I’m

your

father.”
“Dad!”

Arthur

was

thunder-

struck.
“I certainly owe you an explanation for this masquerade, son. It

may seem like a grisly trick to
play on someone, but I had to find

out just what sort of person you
really were. The report of my
death was a hoax, of course, as was
the will. I never had a brother,
but I used my non-existent brother
to test you. Arthur, you've al-

ways been branded by my friends
as a ner do well and a wastrel and
I had to find out for myself the
truth of the matter. I wanted to
find out if you would travel all
the way around the world to find a

man you had never seen to give

you and that she is better than
you (this happens not unfrequently and right harmful it is to our

once and how deserted it seemed
during vacations.

amour propre). Well, in due time

on your pocket book you say “Flor-

The Cafeteria with sixteen people crowded around a table meant
for eight was always a meeting
place. I wonder how many romances started there and how
many ended there, too.

ida.” Just how will you feel if she
says, “Now look, honey, you don’t
know a thing about finance. Re-

really blossomed out that spring,

the wedding bells peal and all goes
well for a few years. Then you
want to take a vacation.

She says

“California.” With an anxious eye

member I used to help you with
your assignments when we were in

school?” That is something I dread
happening to me and I know you

do too.

Or suppose you are of

a methodical nature and insist on
a balanced budget and your wife

(who took Math with you in
school) cannot, or will not make

it balance. If you tell her firmly

him half of your legacy. Son, I’m
proud of you. You're an honest

that something must be done, you

man, you came all this way just

say, “Now don’t you talk to me of

to give your uncle his due.”
“Yes, Dad, I was going to give
him what was coming to him. You

and I will have to havea big reunion party now.

But excuse me

for a minute, first.”
Arthur left the table and walked

briskly toward the rear door of
Sing Foo Ling’s. He smiled to himself as he thought, “Yeah, I was

sure going to give the old bird
what he had coming to him.”
Arthur opened the rear door and
threw the blue steel revolver into
the night.

COEDUCATION PERILS
(Continued from Page 8)
son in favor of coeducation, it is
this. But here again I feel that this

can be remedied by coeducation
in high school, where boys can be
exposed to the whims and vagaries

will feel mighty small should she
balanced budgets when you don’t
even know what the integral of

cabin/d(cabin) means.”
So fellow males, just ponder
awhile with me. Wouldn’t such a
fate be awful? I am sure that my
readers will agree with the potent
reasons that have been advanced
for the abolition of coeducation.

However, should the status quo
remain, let us make the best of it!
So to any male students who are
contemplating holy matrimony
with dire forebodings and are encouraged by my words to make a
last desperate effort to break the
bonds which are slowly tightening round them—to all such students I would offer a parting word
of advice. Hearken to the sages
of old who spoke feelingly from
the depths of their bitter experience when they said what an awful
thing is the fury of a woman
scorned! !

GRADS BECOME NOSTALGIC

it. And for four full years in college they can recuperate!

(Continued from Page 12)

I will advance one more reason
to show that coeducation in college

ers of the past, so many things

is perilous to us men. Suppose
your girl friend is in the same
Business Administration class as
May, 1955

didn't they? It seemed as if every
girl you talked to had a diamond
or was going to get one. A good
many gals got their M.R.S. Degree
that spring.
Tucked down in a corner of one
of the boxes was a plastic box with
a blue garter. At first I couldn't
think what in the world it was for

and then 1 remembered the Junior Prom and the unique favors

everyone received. That dance was
discussed for weeks.
It was shortly after that dance
that the “Dayton Flyer” was first

published.

Everyone applauded

its long overdue arrival and approved of everything about it. I
found several copies of the news-

paper and what memories came
back as I read about basketball

games (that was a great basketball

season, in case you've forgotten),
activities of every kind, and Brown
Street Mansions. Those boys had

a “right good newspaper there.”
I could go on forever remember-

ing and talking about those days
on the Hilltop. The way the cam-

pus looks, so still and white, aftera
fresh snow has fallen; so soft and

green when spring lays her gentle
fingers on the Hilltop; so busy
and friendly in the fall with registration and a new school year

beginning.

There are so many

memories besides the ones we gained from books and lessons.

of the fairer sex when they are still

young and resilient enough to take

Talking about romances, they

As I looked at all those remind-

came rushing to my mind. I could
see

the

Arcade

between

classes

with everyone rushing through at

Our college days can be lived
only once in reality, but everyday,
all through our lives we relive some
small phase of them by just remembering. May your memories

of college days be among your

happiest ones.
—Prccy HALey.
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Brevities oe ian
TELEVISION AND
DELINQUENCY
e@ Is the medium of television a
contributing factor to the increase
in juvenile delinquency in our
society?
We are told that the mind of
the adolescent is very much the
same as a camera. The child’s mind
records what it sees and_ hears,
making an imprint on the imagination.

Youth of today have a strong
desire to be recognized and capture the limelight. This is illustrated in the fact that a child will go
to any length to prove his importance and that he is capable of doing a man’s job. A child who leads
a reasonably dull life will develop
an intense desire to do something
exciting in order to escape boredom. His energy must be in some
way unleashed and therefore it becomes the duty of the parents to
see that this energy is expended in
the proper way.
The craving for excitement in
children can and has been carried
to the extreme. At some time or
another we have all read about the
“Kill-for-thrill” murders committed
by the teen-ager. This is an example of juvenile delinquency in
a terrible stage, whereas even lesser forms of juvenile crimes have
shown tragic results in juvenile
courts throughout the nation.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation reports that gangsterism on
television is a great booster to the

juvenile crime rate in the United
States.

Through the medium of

television, crime is glorified and
Page 22

made wonderfully appealing to the

minds of youth.
Proper parental

supervision

in

regard to choosing good television
shows is needed. Children must be
taught to know right from wrong,
the programs to watch and the
ones not to watch.
What we need in America is an
open-minded public that will fight
for the rights of decency and the
welfare of its children. Then, and
not before, will we have better
entertainment for the youth of today
—the citizens of tomorrow.
—JAMES Moore.

coolest, richest, firmest, and I don’t
know what all, but now they have

an entirely new one on the market.
It lights itself, smokes itself, and
puts itself out, but leaves you with
that satisfied feeling. All this advertising as to whether or not I
want cancer, scared me so much
that I quit smoking tobacco and
started on opium. At least I know
what it will do to me.
I see so many things demonstrated that look easy that I often at-

tempt to duplicate them. Such was
the case after a particularly good
demonstration of Desert Rap and
its food protecting qualities. After

conducting several experiments I

found that the only difference was
PET PEEVES
@ My pet peeves are ads and
commercials. If I ran out and
bought a case of beer every time
they told me to over the television,
I would still be running.
I realized when I chose this subject matter that I would be up
against millions — not only themillions of dollars of the big companies who advertise, but also the millions of scientists who say their

products are the best.
On one television program the
other night there was an hour-lon
Charlie Chan movie. These kinds
are my favorites, I'd like you to
understand, that after watching the
announcer consume three enormous “Fat Boys” I got so hungry I

that “her” water stayed in the glass

while mine succeeded in ending up
on the floor. I reached the conclusion that I either don’t hold the
glass right or don’t know the magic

word. Maybe I lack charm or a
union card!
As for trying the products, I try
all of them. This result is my
house looking like a party supply

occupied by rats. Cheese, potato
chips,

and

hair

shampoos

sit

around in half empty containers.
I don’t like them or else they have
stopped advertising.

Seriously, though, the only solution I can see is to buy up all the
advertising time and just stop advertising.

had to rush right out and buy one,

However, there is an alternative;
and that is to run for public office

thus missing the last chapter of the

and demand free time for rebuttals,

film.

thus canceling advertising and get-

I’ve seen cigarettes advertised as

the

mildest,

longest,

smoothest,

ting free publicity.
—CHARLES E. HILGEMAN.
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FAREWELL TO CLASS

CALLAHAN

(Continued from Page 9)

(Continued from Page 14)

1955. We number more than three
hundred and fifty; hence with such
a large number we are not acquainted with each and every
member of the class. But we do
know many of them and with a
certain number we have become
close friends. There will be a tang

and his head had ached. A gag in
his mouth had kept him from saying anything but a
garbled
mumble.

of regret when we have to say

Thompson had untied him, and
had helped him up. The whisky
odor had made him sick.
In the next few days Steve had
been a great deal of help to the

good bye after the commencement
exercises on that first Saturday in
June, but we do know that every
member of the class wishes every
other member the best of success
for the future, and we hope that
each member of the class will
carry out his or her role in life,
that of spreading the leaven of
good influence among all those
with whom the members of the
class of 1955 will come in contact.

Eventually he had amassed a
record a mile long, and a “wanted
for” list equally long. He was want-

FESTIVALS OF HAWAII

something, and the local law
everywhere made no bones about
making it rough.

(Continued from Page 6)

Chicago

police

department

in

working on Callahan’s habits, to
the extent that Callahan had to
beat it out of Illinois. On the west
coast he had been picked up for

another robbery, and had a few
months later flown the coop.

ed in practically every state for

So, now he was back in Chicago,

the Princesses represent the eight
islands of Hawaii. There are also
stately “Kahili Bearers” or guards,
who bear staffs with hundreds of
flowers attached to the tops. Majestically, the whole procession
moves toward the flower-bedecked
throne, and there the King and
Queen are crowned. The coronation ceremonies are breath-taking,
for it brings to mind another incident implied in the occasion — and
that is the unity among the many

races in the islands. The Queen
may be Oriental, the King Caucasion, or the attendants Cosmopolitan, Occidental, European, or

any of the other racial groups represented there, which Hawaii so
proudly boasts. When the Sovereigns have been crowned, they

to make it hot for Steve, who had
done a lot to help make it hot
for him.

of all teachers. Her responsibility
was the care and education of the
perfect man, her son Jesus. As
future teachers it is wise for us to
cultivate the gentleness and calm
that aids the teacher in her daily
routine. This peace and contentment can be found in the questions
of a small child to the model of all
teachers, Mary!
Lovely Lady, dressed in blue
Teach me how to pray.
God was just your little child

Tell me what to say.
Did you lift Him up sometimes
Gently on your knee
Did you sing to Him the way
Mother does to me?
Did you hold His hand at night
Did you ever try
Telling stories of the world
Oh! and did He cry
Do you really think He cares
If I tell Him things
Iittle things that happen
And do the angel’s wings
Make a noise?
And can He hear me if I speak low
Does He understand me now
Tell me for you know
Lovely Lady dressed in blue
Teach me how to pray
God was just your little boy
And you know the way!

OPPENHEIMER

BOOKS

(Continued from Page 12)
It is an unpleasant duty to dwell,
however briefly, on the slimy affairs of such an immoralist, but it
is even more unbearable when a
“community of scholars” attacks a

university's right to decency. The
same “academic world” looked on
with complacency when Harvey
Matusow, a harmless liar compared to Oppenheimer, was castigated
publicly and at great extent. Inconsistency makes their “academic”
motives suspect.

@ Some students from our Catholic colleges spend their summer
teaching in religious vacation
schools. These schools are for children that do not have the opportunity to go to a Catholic school
during the year. In the past we
have read about girls from a Chicago college working in the diocese of Raleigh, N. C., during the
summer months, helping the clergy
and the Sisters to carry on the
work of teaching religion to chil-

are entertained by all the racial

dren.

groups represented in the Territory. Students of different nationalities dance to music of their forefathers’ countries; and finally, at

For those who might be interested in this work during the coming summer, they can find some
texts books for religious vacation
schools in the office of the dean
of education. These books are pub-

noon, everyone participates in physical exercises or sports.

The re-

cessional of the Royal Court, terminates the day with much pleasure and happiness.

May, 1955

EDUCATOR’S NOOK
(Continued from Page 15)
adieu! So nice of you to visit with

us each month. Especially during
the month of May when we honor
in a special way Mary, the model

lished for the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine by the St. Anthony Guild Press of Paterson, N. J.
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— XAMPYS AUTEURS
e@ Here we are back with the
same ol names, in the same ol

lax this year. She had her corsage
made byaprofessional rather than

place, since we haven't been down

by her own little hands . . . Spring

to the Library lately.

fever has hit with a boom. Affect-

The dance that hit the girls
pockets was turnabout. Seen there
were Carol Wortman and Gordon
Dodane, Paul Dacey and Joyce
Nieman, Jim Thompson and Karen
Munn, Anita Beacham and Dick
Powell, Nodie Bowman and Roger

Coy, Letty Roll and Gene Joseph,
John Bettinger and Ellen Fitzgerald, Mary Katona and Bill Almashy, Joy Klein and Al Carlini,

Jeannie Foltz and Adie Montgom-

ed by it are Jerry Faust, Bob Cong-

er, John Manfreda, Norm Volk,

Toni

Carso,

Hubie

(Kissyface)

Gillespie, Pat Dowling, Al Carlini,

Jim Rule (wishful thinking), Al
DeMatteis, Harry Koehner, Joe
Toth, Paul Litkowski, Ed Mahle,

John Shea and Mark Kelly . . . Pat
Ginley lost his glasses at Kramer's
. . . Bob O’Dee has been hearing
bells . . . Jack Kosman is looking
for a short cut to Cincy...

ville? Could it be “bath-tub gin’?
. . . Jim Thompson has a craving
to go shopping...
Attention Paul Takara! Quit
throwing water from windows —
signed Ginghis . . . Can you im-

agine Jud Blau having laryngitis?
. . . Sally Payne would like the

“Barbary Coast Boys” to play during intermission at the Prom ...
Armand Martino was seen eating
Irish Stew . . . Jim Hartigan has a
low capacity for liquid refresh-

ments . . . Ed Flynn (of the tour-

ing Flynn family) still needs a
microphone . . . Anyone wanting a

ery, Judy Schur and Bob Rose,

Ed Yemac has a picture of our

sure win in math — contact Hans

Barb Jenkins and John Berner, Ann

Podszuweit . . . Roy McQuillen is

Joan Sanderman and Gene Boyd,
Nancy Lauderman and Tom OShanasshy, Joan Nolan and Don

“Irish” governor in his room .. .
Marilyn Mahlmeister would like a
new chief Pontiac. How about a
trade-in J.V.? . . . Dick Meinhold
was seen with his AUNT at the
Jazz Concert . . . Ed Lubo needs
No-Doz for class . . . Where does

looking for his ring . . . Bill Eichenberger lost a Pizza Pie the other
night to a good Brother . . . Don
Moltney is taking a refresher course
in Ping Pong. . . Artie Bigalow is
giving a course in Dixieland Ap-

Wellemeir, Donna Dietz and Carmean Riazzi, Joyce Flora and Bob
Jacoby, Joan Leff and Bill Uhl,

Jim VandeVelda spend his week-

preciation. Anyone interested call

ends? . . . John Prosser has bought
new T-Shirts that are white with

WA 5685...

Bankanel and Willie Thompson,

Joyce Frecking and Don Turner,
Marianne Porter and Tom Volk,

Gail Hallerman and Harry Koern-

blue designs . . . John ( Daffyduck
)

er, Barbara Rettig and Chris R.
Harris, Eileen Hughes and John
Horan, Mary Ann Carmpe and Bill

Lane, Mike Forte, and Don Delsanter have been named first team
All-American Volleyball players

and

and Betty (Marbles) Marbito has

Rusty Sanders, Marilyn Stich and

coached this remarkable team...

Thompson,

Janie

Marshall

Ron Syple, Kathy Cosgrove and Jim

Synk, Margie Butler and Jerry Mc-

Avoy, Kathy Kremer and Jim Du-

cato, Molly Moore and Bob Montgomery, Mary Lee Faust and Ron
Finotti, Bob Daley and Connie
Maston, Tom Geary and Barb
Miller,

John

Saggio

and

Katie

Houldsworth, John Lane and Mary
Lou Mayer, Janet Grentz and Ron
Meyer, Pat Russell and Leo Finnen, Jim DeHart and Pat Horstman, Paula Stelzer and Jim Wink,
Willie Clark and Toni Cetinski,

Jack Janning and Joan Voelker.
Bankruptcy will soon hit F.H.,

Has anybody seen Betty Miller's
shoes? ...

Bud Ward got a new haircut
. . . Congratulations to Judy Bucher and Dick Kuntz on their en-

gagement. And also bouquets to

Jack Brennan and Sara King...
Sharon Dymond has been avoiding

the reporters . . . Where has John

Clark been lately? . . . Bob Krueper and Sharon Amond are bringing

The rides at Lakeside were open

lunches for the picnic grounds on

early this year due to the cooperation of U. D. students. The preopening ceremonies started with

campus .. . Ronda Fleming is still
the sharpest dressed movie star on
campus ... Lou Vendette has

the caterpillar . . . We forgot to

been drinking goat’s milk, import-

mention above that Buddah was

ed from Cleveland .. . Kay Leffler
is trying to get a job at The Caf
... The Vet’s Club is out for blood
.. . Al Weckle and Jerry Callahan
were seen on Main St. riding bi-

unexpectedly called to be Master
of Ceremonies at Turnabout Tag

.. . Jerry Werner is giving harmonica lessons. Of course, he can

play “My Old Kentucky Home”...
Sharon Nunnery and Molly Moore
are taking Mountaing Climbing 101

cycles . .. Does anyone know whom

. . . What is the explanation of Gar

“sure” psych. major .

Jeanne Graul voted for turnabout

king PP... Bud Simmons is a
.

. Spring

because a young lady, Judy Sachs,

Ball’s trips to U.K.? Could it be

fever has also hit some of the girls.

has such a wild appetite for Pepsi
_.. Sue Finke seemed to bealittle

spring fever? . . . What has Bob
Schuhmann got brewing in Louis-

Such as
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Mary

Lou Volke, Jan

Cook, Peggy Powers, Anne Flynn,

The Exponent

Carolyn Haley, Sarah Pfarrer,
Becky Strominger, Kay Neumann
(couldn’t leave you out, since we

dug your partner last time) Vivian

Heidenrich and Carol O’Connell
... Jack Muldowney and Jim Katcavage, co-captains. of the football
team, have shown fine leadership
during spring practice...
Is Joannie Brennan going to trip
Pat Schorsch at graduation? .. .
You can tell Tod Egan went to
Chaminade High. He still wears his
tie daily ... Mark Kelly repairs cut
tires .. . Tony Disanto is imperson-

ating R. Valentino (both dead).
The Freshman Class picnic will

be held Saturday, May 7, at Triangle Park from 1 until 11 p- m.
Let’s all back this freshman project
100 percent. There will be dancing from 7:30 until 11:00 p-m. in
the evening ...
Come to the Blue Grass Picnic

on Sunday, May 15 at Waldruhe
park on route 741, south of route

rae
Congratulations to Rita Kinsella
and Tony Bardo on theirwedding
in Fort Thomas, Kentucky, and to
Sally Brown and Donald Crowe
on their wedding in Holy Angels
Church in Dayton.
The end of the year is here and
we wish to apologize to those
whose names we have missed. We
have tried to give you the latest

news on campus. It has been fun
and be on the look-out for the two
next year.

civilization.

For, last week, Bar-

tholomew Redgrave Fuchs won the

Reisman trophy for his proficiency
in of all phases of, devotion to the
cause of, and contribution to the

profession of a Latin classicist.
This trophy traditionally awarded to an outstanding athlete was
presented to young Mr. Fuchs
after the award committee had
passed his accomplishments. They
were particularly awed by his mas-

ficial explanation why this garland
of physical culture should crown
an intellectual devotee. The award

committee has remained staunchly
silent and apparently intends to
continue this restriction. The secret
of the paradox rests with these
committeemen: Albert Ovid Brown,
Horace Jones, Carl Sallust Mac-

Murray, Livy Owens, Alexander
Jefferson
Carlson.

tery of the optative subjunctive
and his ruthless manipulation of
substantive clauses developed from
the volitive, but most of all it was
his consummate and perspicacious
jostling with the accusative case.
Furthermore he was a captain of
syntax and bedfellow of Donatus
and Priscian. No nuance of the
venerable language escaped erudite Bartholomew. He was a
unanimous choice of the committee,

However, there has been no of-

Catullus

and

Ennius

—WILLIAM V. THOMAS
e

&

@

FAREWELL
We have come to the end of
the school year, and the staff has
given you eight issues of the Exponent. We hope you have enjoyed them because it has been fun
and work in editing them. If you
did not have any contribution in

the Exponent this year it was prob-

ably because you did not hand one
in. Happy vacation!
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~ GRADUATION SPECIAL
NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

Low down payment — 18 months to pay
No carrying charge if purchased for
GRADUATION Gift
Call us for details — RA 6811

C. J. FELTZ OFFICE APPLIANCES
1448 North Main Street

—Jim STAFFORD AND
CAROL OESBECK.

ACHILLES ON HOMER
@ Most people do not know
what to make of it, for only a few
have grasped the impact of the
event. Truly it heralds a revolutionary era and is most uncharteristic of our age. Pedagogues and
scholars are tremoring while the
uninformed are scratching their
scalps in complete bewilderment.
-

At the same time, intrepid and inveterate critics hail it as a sincere
step

towards

May, 1955

rejuvenation

of

our

Everyone goes to or calls

Vic Cassano’s & Mom Donisi’s

PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA the way you like it — BEER and WINES to carry out
for Orders call
WA 7881

OR 3131

895 W. Schantz — Off Route 25

3718 Salem Ave. — 4 blocks past

Southern Hills

Miracle Lane

Open Daily 11 A. M. to 12 P. M. — Friday and Saturday, 11 A.M. to 1 A. M.

Enjoy both sides

of smoking pleasure!

Cwalrin /
Ewsoy an extra measure of both

sides of smoking pleasure — by
switching to king-size Cavaliers.
Try them! Find out for yourself
that Cavaliers give you complete

smoking enjoyment. What a
pleasure smoking can be when the
smoke feels so mild... tastes so
good! No wonder Cavaliers are
winning friends so fast!
Yes, join the thousands who are
enjoying the extra mildness and

superb flavor of king-size
Cavaliers. Get some today!

CAVALIERS ARE KING-SIZE
yet priced no higher
than leading regular-size brands.

Try king-size Cavaliers! Feel that
Cavalier mildness, so light, smooth and

easy! See if you don’t agree. with thou-

sands of smokers everywhere who com-

Ask for the
Cavalier “100”
4 metal humidor.

pared king-size Cavaliers with the ciga-

rettes they had been smoking. Yes...

See why, among thousands of smokers interviewed...

8 OUT OF 10 SAID

qii Keeps cigarettes
tw ws

2

CARKtTES

fresh

and flavorful.

CAVALIERS ARE MILDER!
5
SS

Re.‘Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

